Following are the questions we have received and the associated answers:

1. **What is the budget?**

   The budget is $25,000 for this art piece, including tax and installation.

2. **Will travel on site to make public presentations be required at any point? E.g. would I need to include trip travel time out of the $25,000 budget just in case before installation?**

   No. We are not anticipating a public presentation in person as a requirement. We may elect to have a presentation by the top artists, but that can be arranged using Skype or some other electronic means.

3. **Is there electrical we can access at the middle of the art hanging ring if it was deemed something that we'd like to have? Not absolutely needed -- but curious.**

   There will be a light fixture, but no additional electrical is available at this time.

4. **Are there other specifications that are available for artists, such as architectural elevations, more detail of the surrounding area, paint colors indicated for the ceiling, or details on the type of lighting proposed for the surround of the sculpture installation area?**

   Attached are architectural drawings, including elevations and an updated floor plan. Also, attached is the spec sheet regarding the light fixture.

   The ceiling will be painted a light color. The specific color is: Greek Villa SW 7551.
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